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Abstract. In this paper we present a novel deep learning-based fully
automatic method for masonry wall analysis in digital images. The pro-
posed approach is able to automatically detect and virtually complete
occluded or damaged wall regions, it segments brick and mortar areas
leading to an accurate model of the wall structure, and it can also per-
form wall-to-wall style transfer as well. Our method involves numerous
sequential phases. Initially, a U-Net-based network is used to segment the
wall images into brick, mortar, and occluded/damaged regions. There-
after the hidden wall regions are predicted by a two-stage adversarial in-
painting model: first a schematic mortar-brick pattern is predicted, then
the second network component adds color information to these areas,
providing a realistic visual experience to the observer. Next, a water-
shed transform-based segmentation step produces accurate outlines of
individual bricks in both the visible and the inpainted wall segments.
Furthermore, we show that the second adversarial network can also be
used for texture transfer: one can change the texture style of a given
wall image, based on another wall image, and we can artificially color a
schematic wall sketch map, based on the style of a sample wall image.
Experiments revealed that the proposed method produces realistic re-
sults for various masonry wall types in terms of inpainting the occluded
regions or style transfer.
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1 Introduction

Ancient heritage sites have always been challenging to study, maintain, and
model due to various destructed and altering regions produced by human in-
terventions or natural forces over time, which should be carefully documented.
Reassembling these destroyed sites necessitates a comprehensive understanding
of the studied archaeological location’s global basic structure.

This paper focuses on the investigation and examination of digital images
taken from masonry walls, which are among the most fundamental and major
components of ancient sites. Large historic walls frequently contain many ruined
segments, while after the reconstruction process, the restored areas should follow
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the main construction patterns of the originally visible parts of the wall. When
relying on archive wall images as a basis of reconstruction, it is also a common
problem that some regions are hidden/occluded by covering items or other ob-
jects in the reference photos of the wall. Therefore the wall’s original structural
pattern is not visible in certain parts, thus it should be artificially synthesised
during reconstruction or in visualization.

Archaeologists investigating masonry walls usually begin their analysis by
separating and classifying the wall materials as either main components (bricks)
or joints (mortars). Next the observed wall structure should be understood and
modelled, thereafter one can estimate the original layout of brick and mortar
components in areas that have been damaged, discolored, or got covered by
other items. Moreover, many historical documents of ancient walls are hand-
drawn including only the structure information. When presenting a possible
reconstruction view of these walls, archaeologists synthesize a texture style to
these sketch drawings based on the style of other preserved ancient walls made
from the same material.

In the recent years, we have observed a substantial increase of using machine
learning and deep learning algorithms for cultural heritage applications, such as
semantic segmentation for historical architectural elements [15] or classification
of various segments of monuments [19].

In this paper, we propose a fully automatic end-to-end deep learning-based
algorithm for masonry wall image analysis, virtual structure recovery and wall-
to-wall style transfer. The proposed approach can be applied in different sce-
narios: First, given as input a wall image that is partially hidden by numerous
irregular items, or contains some ruined/damaged regions, our algorithm detects
these outlier areas, it predicts the brick-mortar pattern and wall color texture in
these regions, and it extracts correct brick outlines, giving a meaningful struc-
tural representation for both the initially visible and the artificially inpainted
sections of the wall (see Fig. 3).

The second scenario deals with style transfer and artificial coloring of schematic
wall sketch maps. In particular, one can replace the coloring style (e.g. color and
texture pattern of the bricks) of a wall image, with another wall’s style, while
maintaining the wall’s original structural integrity. Given two images as inputs:
a content image which is a color wall image or a binary image for the wall struc-
ture, and a style image which is a different wall image, the goal is to create a
new image that incorporates both the structure of the content image and the
texture style of the style image (see Fig. 4 and Fig. 5).

For both use-cases, our proposed algorithms are freely available for testing
on our laboratory’s public website3.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

1. An end-to-end algorithm is proposed for inpainting and segmenting masonry
wall images, as well as for style transfer from a given wall photo to another
wall sample.

3 http://imgproc.mplab.sztaki.hu/masonrydemo.
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2. We provide a comprehensive qualitative evaluation to demonstrate the ben-
efits of our approach in masonry wall inpainting and wall-to-wall style trans-
fer.

3. We present a new web-based application, which can be used by the research
community for widely testing and validating our proposed approach.

The initial steps of the presented approach have been described in our prior
papers [4–6], which methods we extend here with further steps and real world
application examples. More specifically, [4] focused purely on the brick segmen-
tation step, and [6] described an initial occlusion detection and inpainting model
that was verified mostly on synthetic data samples. The previously mentioned
steps have been first used together and evaluated on real data in [5]. In the
present paper, we introduce an extended model, additional experiments and
novel use case options for wall image analysis with the proposed approach. In
particular, we focus on new style transfer and sketch coloring applications that
can widely help architects and archaeologists in many applications such as mod-
eling or restoration.

The article is organized as follows: Sec. 2 reviews recent works related to
state-of-the-art wall image delineation, image inpainting and style transfer al-
gorithms; Sec. 3 demonstrates how we produce and augment our dataset; Sec.
4 explains our proposed model in detail; Sec. 5 shows the experimental results;
Sec. 6 summarizes our results.

2 Related Work

In this section, we highlight three essential challenges linked to the discussed
research topic, and provide a brief summary of recent image segmentation meth-
ods utilized for masonry wall delineation. Following that, we give an overview on
the state-of-the-art in image inpainting techniques, focusing on their suitability
for the task of completing the wall images. Finally, we discuss recent research
on style transfer methods.

Several wall image delineation techniques are presented in the literature for
various wall types. Many of them are working on 2D images of walls, relying on
various image features and modeling approaches, such as a combination of object-
oriented and pixel-based image processing technology [3], a color-based auto-
mated algorithm based on an improved marker-controlled watershed transform
[16], a Hough transform-based delineation algorithm [14], a machine learning-
based algorithm [9], and a deep neural-based network for stone-by-stone segmen-
tation [7]. As for using 3D point clouds instead of images, [20] used a Continuous
Wavelet Transform (CWT) applied on a 2.5D depth map to obtain the outlines
of the bricks. Alternatively, [1] used different 3D local and global features for the
wall segmentation. Nevertheless, none of the approaches mentioned have been
tested on a wide range of wall image structures. On the contrary, in our research
project we focused on involving a wide range of wall types and texture models.

Image inpainting is the process of filling in damaged, noisy, or missing areas of
an image to create a completed image. Large datasets are often required to train
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and learn the hidden feature representation of the images, especially in the recent
deep learning models [13, 21, 22]. GMCNN [21] is a generative multi-column con-
volutional neural network model which deals with global texture features and
local details simultaneously, containing a multi-output model [22] which pro-
duces numerous image inpainting solutions with two GAN-based parallel paths.
The recent EdgeConnect [13] method employs a two-stage adversarial network
that fills in the gaps of an edge map created in the first stage. This algorithm is
based either on the Canny detector or on the Holistically-Nested Edge Detection
algorithm (HED) for initial edge information. However, neither of these two edge
generators can provide semantic structural information about the masonry walls
because their performance is sensitive to the internal edges inside the brick or
mortar regions, resulting in a number of false edges that are unrelated to the
wall structure pattern. In contrast, our solution uses in the first step a deep
neural network to separate the wall components (brick, and mortar), allowing
for a better observation of the entire wall structure in the following steps.

Style transfer approaches combine two images (a content image and a style
image) so that the resulting output image keeps the content image’s fundamen-
tal elements while appearing to be painted in the style of the reference style
image. Li and Wand proposed a patch-based non-parametric Markov Random
Field (MRF) approach [10], which has been proved to be effective in preserv-
ing coherent textures in complex images, however it worked less efficiently with
non-textured styles. [2] combines independent network components to learn the
corresponding content and style information, and uses a StyleBank layer which
comprises mid-level convolutional filters to individually learn different styles,
where style is coupled to a set of parameters. This algorithm provides the ad-
vantage of learning a new style as well as a flexible control over style fusion.
However, it has a number of weaknesses, including the lack of details in the re-
sult images. Li et al. [11] attempt to use a sequence of feature transformations
to transfer arbitrary styles without the need for style learning. However, when
the used feature vector has a large dimension, the expensive matrix calculation
in whitening and colouring modifications becomes a limitation. In contrast to
the existing state-of-the-art algorithms, our solution uses a preliminary phase
to extract the content wall image’s dominant structure, then we add the target
wall image style to the model in a direct manner, as it will be detailed later in
Sec. 4.2.

3 Dataset Generation

In our project, we created a unique dataset4 with images of facades and masonry
walls from both old and new buildings for training and evaluating the proposed
algorithm. Among the collected images, there are examples for three forms of
rubble masonry (Random, Square, and Dry), as well as two types of ashlar (Fine,
Rough).

4 The wall images and the manually annotated brick-mortar delineation masks used
in the paper are available: http://mplab.sztaki.hu/geocomp/masonryWallAnalysis.
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Our dataset consists of 532 different 512 × 512 wall images separated into
a training set (310 images) and a test set (222 images). The training dataset
is made up of occlusion-free wall images with a manually segmented binary
brick-mortar mask Iwall ftr for each image. Synthetic objects are used to create
occlusions for training phase during the data augmentation process which var-
ious perturbation steps, including (a) horizontal flip, (b) vertical flip, (c) both
vertical and horizontal flips, (d) adding Gaussian noise (e) randomly increasing
the average brightness, (f) randomly decreasing the average brightness, and (g)
adding random shadows.

4 Proposed Approach

The proposed method’s major use-cases are twofold (i) a comprehensive wall
analysis usage which includes extracting individual brick instances from masonry
wall images automatically, detecting occluded/damaged wall segments and filling
in their regions with a realistic brick-mortar pattern prediction, and (ii) a style
transfer usage between different wall images. The following sections present the
implementations of these two functions in details.

4.1 Wall Analysis

Our complete masonry wall analysis workflow is presented in Fig. 1. The input of
the method should be a masonry wall image Iin that can be partially hidden by
one or several foreground items, or may contain damaged regions. Our method
generates a color image of the reconstructed wall IG2 out, as well as it provides the
contours of segmented individual bricks Iout. The proposed algorithm is divided
into three stages.

Pre-Processing Stage: The initial stage has two objectives: obtaining the
delineation structure of the wall by separating the bricks from the mortar re-
gions, and detecting the masks of potentially occluded or damaged wall parts
that should be inpainted in the subsequent steps. A U-Net [18] network preforms
this segmentation task, yielding a three-class segmented image Iwall ftr oclud as
its output, with class labels representing brick (white), mortar (black), and oc-
cluded (gray) parts. Then we construct two binary auxiliary images from the
output Iu out: a binary mask Imask of the predicted occluded pixels, and a mask
of the anticipated bricks Iftr mskd in the observed wall sections, where both the
previously detected occluded and brick pixels have white labels, whilst the mor-
tar pixels are black. The Adam optimizer is used to train the network over a
joint loss that includes a cross-entropy loss and a feature-matching loss.

Inpainting Stage: There are two primary sub-steps in this stage: First, based
on the mortar pattern detected in the Iftr mskd mask, the Hidden Feature Gen-
erator completes the mortar pixels in the area covered by the white parts of the
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Fig. 1: Dataflow of our algorithm. (a) Data augmentation by adding synthetic
occlusion (b) Pre-processing Stage (U-Net network). (c) Inpainting Stage - Hid-
den Feature Generator (GAN-based network G1).(d) Inpainting Stage - Im-
age Completion (GAN-based network G2). (e) Segmentation Stage (Watershed
Transform). (f) Brick segmentation map superimposed to the inpainted image
output (Iout).

predicted Imask image. Second, the Image Completion step predicts the RGB
color values of the pixels marked as occluded in the Imask image, depending
on the color information in the non-occluded regions of the Iwall mskd, and the
structural wall features extracted from the IG1 out map in the occluded regions.
The inpainting stage uses two separate generative adversarial networks (GANs),
each of them has generator and discriminator components [8, 13].

Hidden Feature Generator: Three images are used as inputs of the first generator
(G1): the output images of the two pre-processing stages (Imask, Iftr mskd), and
Ig in mskd, which is the masked grayscale version of the input image. The output
IG1 out represents the predicted wall structure, completing Iftr mskd with brick
outlines under the occlusion mask regions.

The adversarial loss and the feature-matching loss are used to train the net-
work. The adversarial loss is modeled as a two-player zero-sum game between the
Generator G1 and Discriminator D1 networks, so that the generator attempts
to minimize the loss and the discriminator attempts to maximize it.

Image Completion: The input of the second generator G2 combines both the
masked wall image (Iwall mskd) and the output of the first generator (IG1 out).
The aim of the G2 generator is creating an output image IG2 out which is filled
with predicted color information in the masked regions (see Figure 1d). The
inputs of the discriminator D2 are IG2 out and Iwall, while its goal is to predict
whether the color pattern is true or not. The network is trained over a joint loss
that consists of L1 loss, adversarial loss, perceptual loss, and style loss.
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Fig. 2: Dataflow of the Style Transfer application

Segmentation Stag: This stage of the proposed algorithm extracts the accu-
rate outlines of the brick instances, using the previously obtained Hidden Feature
Generator delineation map IG1 out. Although the separation maps are notably
precise, they may be noisy at brick boundaries, and we can observe that some
bricks are touching, making Connected Component Analysis CCA-based sepa-
ration susceptible to errors. Therefore, we use a marker-based watershed [17]
segmentation for robust brick separation to overcome these issues.

First, we calculate the obtained delineation map’s (IG1 out) inverse distance
transform (IDT) image, then we apply the H–minima transform, which sup-
presses all minima under a given H-value since the IDT image may have nu-
merous false local minima, we start flooding using the H–minima regions as a
starting points (internal marker of the watershed algorithm), and take the in-
verse of IG1 out (i.e., all mortar or non-wall pixels) as an external marker map,
whose pixels are not compatible with any bricks. Finally, the obtained brick
shapes can be displayed over the Image Completion output (see Iout).

4.2 Style Transfer

The goal of the style transfer component is to fill or modify the wall’s texture
style based on an image of another wall or wall segment. The workflow of this
procedure is presented in Fig. 2. The style of the input image Iin is changed
to match the style of another wall image sample called the style image Istyle.
Archaeologists can use this algorithm to modify some degraded segments of the
studied wall that have become soiled or lost its original color over time due to
environmental factors, relying in various style features extracted from the intact
wall regions.

The proposed style transfer procedure uses the same G1 and G2 network
components, that were previously introduced in the wall analysis section (Sec.
4.1). Here the image completion networkG2 has two inputs: the first one is theG1
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generator’s output IG1 out, which is a brick-mortar separation map that includes
the predicted complete wall structure for the processed wall image Iin (including
both the originally visible and occluded wall components). The second input
is the style image Istyle, which is represented by an occlusion-free colored wall
image with a different texture style. The network extracts a representation for
the texture style of Istyle and transfers it to the predicted brick-mortar separation
map IG1 out, resulting in a new image IG2 out, that is a color image reflecting the
structure of Iin and the style of Istyle.

Note that apart from changing the style of existing wall images (Fig. 4), we
can also directly feed in a binary brick-mortar map to the network for appli-
cations where we initially have a binary sketch of the wall only, and intend to
paint it using the style from another wall image (see Fig. 5).

To use the same trained network as in the previous application and to avoid
any additional training for the G2 generator, which is trained to paint exclusively
the occluded (i.e. masked) region of its input image (see Sec.4.1 and Fig. 1), we
add here virtual masks to the style images. Two binary virtual masks - which
are inverted variants of each other - ensure that the entire target image will be
filled with the texture of the style image, so that the style image is fed twice to
the network, each time with one of the masks.

5 Experiments

In this section, we analyze the performance of the proposed approach on the test
data.

We begin with the discussion of the wall analysis application, where the
results of applying our algorithm in real-world scenarios are presented. Fig. 3
shows some qualitative results where the first row presents wall images with oc-
cluding objects (human-made items or plants), the second row shows the output
of the pre-processing stage (U-net network) presented as a three-color images
(gray: the occluding objects, black: the mortar, white: the bricks), the third row
illustrates the G1 output where the predicted mortar lines are in blue, the fourth
row shows the results of the color inpainting algorithm, and the last row presents
the results of the brick segmentation step where brick instances are separated
by a green lines.

The results confirm that our technique is effective in recognizing the occluded
wall regions in the images: we can see that the U-net network can accurately ex-
tract occluded image parts and nearly all occluding objects are properly detected.
The results of the “Hidden Feature Generator” phase indicate our algorithm’s
efficiency in predicting the mortar lines in occluded regions. By examining the
inpainted color images we can confirm that our algorithm manages to create re-
alistic wall patterns in the occluded areas. Moreover, despite the wide variety of
brick component sizes in the images, and image quality issues such as the poor
contrast of the second sample, the output of the brick segmentation stage has a
high quality.
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Fig. 3: Results for wall analysis application step by step for three real-world
samples, first row: input images, second row: Pre-Processing Stage output, third
row: G1 output, fourth row: G2 output, last row: Segmentation Stage output.
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Input images

(a) Style (b) Our output (c) Style (d) Our output

Fig. 4: Wall to wall style transfer samples, first row shows the input images,
second and third rows represent the style image and our output side by side.

In Fig. 4, we show results for the style transfer application, where we present
two different content image samples in the first row, and each of them is trans-
formed in the process using two different style images. (The style images and
the corresponding style transfer results are displayed side by side in the second
and third rows.)

Next, We present the results of transforming a binary brick-mortar map to
a wall image. Fig. 5 displays two brick-mortar sketch maps, which can be drawn
even by hand. Each of them is transformed to different colored wall images using
two distinct style images, and the results are shown in the last two rows.

We can observe in both Fig 4 and 5 how the algorithm manged to paint the
style texture of the style image onto the brick-mortar pattern of the processed
image or the handrawn sketch map, so that the mortar regions efficiently match
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Input brick-mortar delineation maps

(a) Style (b) Our output (c) Style (d) Our output

Fig. 5: brick-mortar map to a wall style transfer samples.

the color of the mortar, and the appearances of the brick regions match the
brick texture of the style image. However there are a few error cases when some
neighboring bricks are merged into a large brick object in the image as shown
in the center part of Fig. 4(d).

Since in image inpainting tasks there are usually many alternative solutions,
there is no clear numerical metric for evaluating image inpainting [12] and style
transfer results. Therefore, similarly to our user survey regarding the image
inpainting model in [5], we conducted a user survey to assess our proposed style
transfer approach. Using 15 different style images and 15 content images (9
color wall images and 6 brick-mortar maps), we generated 15 stylized images by
our network. We showed the outputs to 28 test subjects displaying the images
side-by-side with the style images, and asked them to vote whether they find
the result of our style transfer network visually appropriate or not. 18 out of
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28 participants said that more than 66% of the seen images were transformed
appropriately; 10 out of 15 images received more than 66% votes that it has
been transferred appropriately. By summarizing all votes on all images, 70.47%
(296/420) images were considered being transferred correctly.

Based on the above-mentioned study results, we can conclude that our algo-
rithm provides high quality inpainting outputs for real-world wall images, when
we need to expect that real occluding objects are present. We also get efficient
segmentation results both in the originally visible and in the inpainted segments
of the walls. Furthermore, the algorithm is capable of transferring the style be-
tween different wall structures and styles resulting a realistic image outputs.

6 Conclusion

This research presented a new approach for wall image processing, analysis and
style transfer from one wall to another. Our network has two different ways
of utilization: in the first one, the algorithm recognizes occluded or damaged
wall portions and inpaints the corrupted segment with a realistic wall pattern.
Moreover, for the inpainted wall image, the technique returns an instance level
brick segmentation output. The second implementation able to transfer the tex-
ture and color style from an image to the another wall structure. Our approach
is divided into three steps. A U-Net-based module is used in the initial pre-
processing stage to separate the brick, mortar, and occluded areas of the input
image. This preliminary segmentation is fed into the inpainting stage, which
is comprises two GAN-based networks: the first one is responsible for the wall
structure compilation, while the second is in charge of color image inpainting.
The final stage employs the watershed algorithm, which ensures that the en-
tire wall is accurately segmented. The algorithm’s second application involves
altering the second GAN’s inputs to fit two different wall images. Numerous
qualitative experiments have shown that the proposed approach is significantly
robust against various artifacts in real-world applications regarding the specified
challenges.
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